Have a Holly Jolly Christmas Frame
By Jo Anne Hewins

Stampin’ Up! Supplies Used:

• Stamps: Be Jolly#156370, Christmas to Remember #156300, Christmas to Remember Bundle #156806
• Inks: Basic Gray #149165, Real Red #147084, Memento Tuxedo Black #132708, Real Red Blends Combo #154899, Bronze/Ivory Blends Combo #154922, Petal Pink Blends Combo #154893, Basic Black Blends Combo #154843, Old Olive Blends Combo #154892, Balmy Blue Blends Combo #154830, Daffodil Delight Blends Combo #154883, Soft Suede Blends Combo #154906
INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Cut a piece of card board to 5 1/8 x 7 1/8. I used a piece of backing from the package of our Specialty Designer Series Paper. Cut a piece of the gingham paper from the Peaceful Place Designer Series Paper to the same measurement. I used Stampin’ Seal to adhere this paper to the card board.

2. Use the Tailor Made Tags dies to cut two large tags from other designs of the paper. I used the triangle pattern and the lines pattern.

3. On the lines paper, stamp the saying from Christmas to Remember in Basic Gray to the left of the tag. Use the black and white twine from the Playful Pets Trim Combo Pack. I taped the twine to the back of the tag over the saying and below. Make a bow of the twine. Add the tag to the bottom of the frame with dimensionals. Then add the bow with glue dots.

4. Stamp the tree from Be Jolly on Basic White in Memento ink. Color in with Light Old Olive, Light Balmy Blue, Light Daffodil Delight, Light Real Red and Light Soft Suede. Fussy cut and add to the frame with dimensionals. Stamp the Santa two times and color with Blends: Real Red Combo, Dark Basic Black, Ivory, with Light Petal Pink for the cheeks and nose. Cut out one Santa leaving just a tiny bit of white. Cut the second Santa’s head and beard on the lines. Use the Matte Embossing Paste. Add to the beard area with a Palette Knife. Allow to dry. Wash tools immediately. Add to the whole Santa with dimensionals. Only the head and beard will have 2 layers. Stamp the saying
from Christmas to Remember in Real Red on Basic White. Cut out the saying and add with dimensionals. Add the Santa to the tag with dimensionals.

5. Use the Christmas Pinecone Dies to make three pine cones. I used the larger size. I used the Adhesive Sheets on the Early Espresso card stock. That will turn the more detailed pieces into stickers. The more solid piece is Crumb Cake. Add the top two pinecones with dimensionals. The one on the bottom is added with 2 layers of dimensionals. Add the tag with dimensionals.

6. Stamp the words Merry Christmas from Christmas to Remember in Real Red on Basic White and cut them out. Add to the tag using Foam Adhesive Strips. Stamp the bird from Be Jolly in Memento on white and color in with Balmy Blue Combo, Dark Daffodil Delight, and Light Real Red Blends. Fussy Cut and add with Mini dimensionalss. Add a little flag of the red ribbon from the Playful Pets Trim Combo Pack. I used a glue dot.

7. Make a bow using the Black and White Gingham Ribbon. Add with glue dots.

8. Use the Christmas Pinecone dies to make greenery for the frame. I cut the more detailed large die in Evening Evergreen Card Stock. I used the other large die for the Soft Succulent Card Stock. Cut pieces of these and add to the frame anywhere you wish. I did use the Adhesive Sheets on the back of these cut outs. I will say it was not super easy to cut out pieces for the frame, but I loved that they were stickers.

9. Add Red Rhinestone Basic Jewels anywhere needed. Use a lot!

10. Put your art inside the frame and give to someone who is frame worthy! (That means for someone who appreciates your hard work!)